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Natural combinations to decrease aluminum neurotoxicity and toxic body burden
Jennifer Gantzer
Vibrant Care, Diagnostic and Healing Center, USA

Aluminum exists as the 3rd most abundant element in the biosphere and is the most abundant metal in the earth’s crust. 
Unfortunately, this non-essential metal accumulates in the human body cumulatively over the entire lifespan and is well 

documented to be a physiological pro- oxidant and neurotoxin. Total body burden has derogatory effects on body systems 
especially of liver and brain, it disrupts cellular metabolism and generation of the energy molecule ATP (Adenosine Triphosphate )
with concomitant mitochondrial dysfunction, and it favors neuronal accumulation with mimicking and/or inducing degenerative 
neurological diseases. Extreme overload is recommended to undergo chelation therapy which can impact other essential cationic 
metals. The best approach is a lifelong adaptation of lifestyle to incorporate nutritional strategies that support body biochemistry 
which promotes its excretion and prevents its accumulation.
Synergistic cumulative effects of several natural agents and dietary choices can be utilized to decrease total body burden and 
improve risk of its neurological deficits.
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